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ln abont 1995 a group 01 approximately 140 hemidrachms 01 Kaunos,
ciearly a hoard or part Diane, appeared on the London market. 1 had the
opportunity to study 58 pieces, said by their owner to be a random selechou. They are now in a private collection. In the lollowing catalogue 1
have added a lurther 78 hemidrachms, mostly Irom major public collections, but have not attempted a corpus Cl. Ali die-combinations and aIl
the hoard coins are ilIustrated.

(*) Richard H.J. ASHTON, 3 Cheyne Place, GB-London SW3 4HH.
email: ashton@rns.dircon.co.uk
1 am gratefuI to Alain Bresson, Philip Kinns and Andrew Meadows for commenting
on a draft of this article, and to my daughter, Jane. for the discovery of several new
specimens during her work as a volunteer building up the British Museum's file of coin
photographs. LGPN = P.M. FRASER and E. MATTHEWS (eds), A Lexicon of Greek Personal Names, Vols. 1- Oxford, 1987-.
(1) The coins are surprisingly rare in the major collections: for example, Athens,
Brussels, Cambridge, Glasgow and Paris have none, while Oxford has only one, Copenhagen and Stockholm two each, and the ANS three; the British Museum holdings
would be slender without accessions from the von Aulock collection and a group acqulred in 1982. The temporary closure of the Berlin cabinet precluded access to its collection. ln recent years several additional series have been attributed to Kaunas. For the
secure attribution of sorne silver and bronze issues of the classical period, see K. KoNUK, The Early Coinage of Kaunos, in Studies Martin J. Priee. London. 1998, p. 197223. For the possible attribution to Kaunas of the coinage of Eupolemos and of sorne
bronze issues of Demetrios Poliorketes, see R. ASHTON, The Coins of the Macedonian
Kings, Lysimachos and Eupolemos in the Museums of Fefhiye and Afyon, in Essays
Charles Hersh, London, 1998, p. 19-48, at 47-48 (but see also M. WORRLE, Epigraphische Forschungen zur Geschichfe Lykiens l, in Chiron, 7, 1977, p. 43-66, at 53-54. for
Demetrios and Kaunas); in the Essays Charles Hersh article 1 probably should have
gone further and suggested attribution ta Kaunos of sorne of the nurnerous bronze issues in the names of Alexander III and Philip III which are currently assigned ta Miletas or Miletos/Mylasa but which occur in abundance at Fethiye rnuseum: the museum
holds many of the autonomous bronzes of Kaunos, which lies within its usual catchment area, but very few autonomous bronzes of Miletos or Mylasa. For finds of Kaunian coins outside Kaunos, see L. ROBERT, A Caunos ooec Quinfus de Smyrne, in BCH.
108, 1984, p. 499-532 (Documents d'Asie Mineure XXXIII), at 507-508 (where in n. 46
« Rhodes » should presumably read {( Caunos l)), and ID., Monnaies hellénistiques, in RN.
s. 6, 19, 1977, p. 32, n. 119.
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CATALOGUE
Obv. Head of Athena r. in Corinthian helmet.
Rev. Sword in sheath with globular end and strap to 1.; K-A; above, name, olten in
crude or blundered lettering; (in most cases) symbol or symbols below 1. and/of r. AR
hemidrachms.

MErILTOL or (no. 7) MErI:)TOY; no symbol
1.0
Hess 18 March 1918, 685; J. Hirsch 25 (1909, Philipsen),
1. AlfPl
2311.
2. AI/P2
1.25 12 c.1995 hoard. Reu. Name off flan.
Auctiones 8 (1978), 275. Heu. Name not visible.
3. A2/P2
1.12
4. A3fP3
0.95 12 c.1995 hoard. ReD. [MErILTJOL
1.02 12 c.1995 hoard.
5. M/N
6. A5/P5
1.13 12 BM 1982-9-19-7. Rev. Name mostly off flan.
7. A5fP6
a.1.12 12 c.1995 hoard.
b.1.13 12 HM 1982-9-19-4.
c.1.12 12 c.1995 hoard. Rev. A stroke is added to the Y of the
name to produce a Cive-point star.
MErn:TO~; ta 1.

8.

A6fP7

and to r., six-pointed stars.
1.23 Il Lanz 24 (1983), 338.

MENIrIrrOI:; to r., six-pointed star
9. A7fP8
1.14 12 HM 1979-1-1-510; SNG von Aulock 2572.
10. A7/P9
0.95 12 c.1995 board.

MENI II; no symbol
Il. A8/PIO
a.1.19
b.1.25

12

c.1995 hoard.

12

c.1995 hoard.

EIPHNIL'>(AL) ('); to r., torch
1.08 12 c.1995 board.
12. A8/Pl!
EIPHVlIL'>(AL); to 1., grapes
13. A8/P12
a.1.33 12
b.L26 12

14. A9/P13

$APO~ or

15. A8/P14
16. A8/p15
17. A8fP16

HM 1979-1-1-505; SNG von Aulock 2567.
Winterthur 3375; von Aulock gift 1954.

c.1.22

12

d.0.96

12

c.1995 hoard.

c.1995 hoard.

e.t.OS

12

c.1995 hoard.

a.1.19
b.1.01
c.1.12

12
12
12

c.1995IlOard.
c.1995 hoard.
c.199S hoard.

<DAPOe; to 1. or r., grapes
a.1.26 12 c.1995 hoard.
b.0.89 12 c.1995 board.
1.24
a.1.17
h.1.11
c.1.09
d.1.40

12

c.1995 hoard.
12 c.1995 hoard.
12 c.1995 board.
12 c.1995 hoard.
CNG 41 (1997), 590.

(2) The name is always abbreviated on the hemidrachms, but occurs in full on a
corresponding drachm issue: see below.
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18. A8/P17
19. A8/P18

20.
21.
22.
23.

A8/P19
A8/P20
A9/P18
A9fP20

24. A9/P21
25. A9/P22
26. A9/P23

27. A9/P24
28. A9/P25

29. A9/P26
30. A1O/P20
31. AlO/P25

32. AlO/P27
33. AI0/P28
34. Al1/P19

e.1.21
1.01
a.1.18
b.0.91
c.1.11
d.1.11
e.1.07
1.17
1.11
1.07
a.0.92
h.1.20
1.20
0.93
a.1.39

CNG 12 (1990), 384.
Fethiye Museum 4451. Chipped.
c.1995 hoard.
c.1995 hoard.
c.1995 hoard.
c.1995 hoard.
BM 1899-4-1-100.
SNG von Aulock 2574.
12 Winterthur 3378; von Aulock gift 1954.
01 SNG Keckman 83.
12 c.1995 hoard.
12 Oxford, Robinson gift 1960.

b.1.13
0.94
a.1.19
b.0.81
c.
1.04
1.25
a.1.05
b.1.20
c.0.95
1.11
1.16
a.1.07
b.1.27

12 BMC 16.
12 ANS 1944.100.47749.
12 c.1995 hoard.
12 ANS 1983.51.546.
Berk 45 (1986), 209.
12 c.1995 hoard.
12 Fethiye Museum 4508.
12 c.1995 hoard.
12 c.1995 hoard.
01 SNG Keckman 82.
12 c.1995 hoard.
MMAG Liste 384 (1976), 44; SNG von Aulock 2575.
12 c.1995 hoard.
12 c.1995 hoard.
12 c.1995 hoard.
12 c.1995 hoard.
12 Ashton coll.: acq. 1995.

c.1.û6

35. Al1/P29
36. A12/P26

d.1.19
e.l.27
1.20
1.05

12
12
12
12
12
12

12

c.1995 hoard.

12
12

c.1995 hoard.
c.199S hoard. Chop mark (applied because of the coin's
unusually high weight?).

12 c.1995 hoard.

<IlAPÛI:; to 1. or r., cornear;
37. A13/P30
a.0.80 12
b.1.25 12
3.1.12 01
38. A13/P31
b.0.91 12
1.37
39. A13?fP32
a.1.14 12
40. A14/P33
b.1.13 12
41. A14/P34
1.15
<1>APü[ J; to 1., club
42. A14?/P35
1.27
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e)

to r. or L, uncertain symbol
Fethiye Museum 4450. Chipped.
c.1995 hoard.
SNG Keckman 84.
c.1995 hoard.
SNG von Aulock 2576.
BM 1982-9-19-5.
c.1995 hoard.
Superior 31 May 1989,6077.

SNG von Aulock 2573 ('sword').

(3) The shape of this symbol changes from die to die. resembling variously a lotusflower, a squat two-handled pot or an Isis crown. Despite these variations. obverse dielinks and the constant presence of the cornear on the other side of the sword suggest
that only one object was depicted.
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KTHTO~; to 1. or r.,

43. A15/P36

44. A15/P37
45. A15/P38
46. AI5?/P39

club
a.1.09 01 SNG Keckman 85 ('<I>APü~?').
b.1.04 01 Winterthur 3376 (van Lennep 1911).
c.Ll l
12 c.1995 hoard.
0.77 12 c.1995 hoard.
1.04 01 Stockholm 101781; Ahlstrôm 40 (1989), 2442 (part).
Chipped.
0.79
Fethiye Museum 5354. Rev. Name and symbol unclear.

KTHTÜ:I:; to r., torch

47. A16/P40
48. A16/P41

1.13

12

BM 1979-1-1-509; SNG von Aulock 2571.
Sternberg FPL 6 (1994), 49.

KTHTOr; to 1., cornear
49. A17/P42
0.95 12

c.1995 hoard.

KTHTûZ; to r. caduceus.
50. A18/P43
0.87 12
51. A18/P44
1.08 10
52. A18/P45
1.29 01
53. A19/P46
1.22 02

BMC 15.
Fethiye Museum 4122.
Stockholm 25162.
ANS 1968.57.112.

KTHTO:E; to 1. or r., bucranium
54. A20/P47
a.l.l0 12 BMC 14.
b.1.ü
12 Fethiye Museum 5238.
55. A20?/P48
0.94 12 G. Hirsch 176 (1992), 298; G. Hirseh 173 (1992), 406.
Symbol on reverse not visible.
56. A21/P49
1.02 12 SNG Copenhagen 185.
57. A22/P50
1.14 12 BM 1979-1-1-507; SNG von Auloek 2569.
KTHTOZ; to r. spearhead
58. A23/P51
a.1.19 12 BM 1979-1-1-508; SNG von Aulock 2570.
b.1.18
G. Hirsch 195 (1997), 318; G. Hirsch 191 (1996),477.
12 Fethiye Museum 3926.
c.1.0
KTHTü[ 1; to r., eagle
59. A24/P52
1.10

G. Hirsch 191 (1996),476.

KTHTûZ; to 1., cornu copia
60. A25/P53
1.08 12
61. A25/P54
0.8
12
62. A25/P55
0.97
63. A25/P56
1.12 12
64. A26/P56
1.01 12
65. A26/P57
1.08 12
66. A26/P58
0.8
12
67. A27/P59
1.15 12

BM 1979-1-1-506; SNG von Aulock 2568.
Fethiye Museum 3317. Reu. Symbol not visible.
CNG 8 (1989), 115.
c.1995 hoard.
c.1995 hoard.
c.1995 hoard.
Fethiye Museum 3326.
c.1995 hoard.

KTHTü:E; to r., bee

68. A28/P60

1.03

12

c.1995 hoard.

KTHTû:E; to r., snake on omphalos

69. A29/P61
70. A30/P62

a.1.05
b.1.34
1.16

12
01
12

BM 1982-9-19-6.
Winterthur 3377; von Aulock gif't 1954.
SNG Copenhagen 186 ('hunch of grapes').
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KTHTûI:; to 1., star on pilos?
71. A31/P63
0.9
02 Fethlye Museum 6269.
72. A32/P64
1.20 12 BM 1982-9-19-8.
KTHTûI:; uncertain symbol
73. A33/P65
1.24 12 c.1995 hoard.
ANTAI0S; no symbol
74. A34/P66
1.23

01

SNG Keckman 81.

ANTAI(OL); to 1. or r., filleted palm
75. A35/P67
a.1.21 12 BM 1979-1-1-503; SNG von Aulock 2565.
b.0.73 12 Fethiye Museum 931.
c.1.26
Giessener MH 40 (1988), 251.
76. A35/P68
1.05 12 BM 1899-4-1-99.
0.87 12 G. Hirsch 179 (1993), 453; G. Hirscb 173 (1992), 405; G.
77. A35/P69
Hirsch 169 (1991), 430.
78. A35/P70
1.16 12 SNG Keckman 80.
79. A36/P70
0.99 12 Fethiye Museum 869.
1.24 12 BM 1979-1-1-504; SNG von Aulock 2566.
80. A36/P71
a.1.02 12 c.1995 hoard.
81. A36/P72
G. Hirsch 166 (1990), 381.
b.
a.1.07 12 c.1995 hoard.
82. A36/P73
b.1.01 12 c.1995 hoard.
0.91 12 SNG Keckman 79.
83. A36/P74 C)
1.16
G. Hirsch 142 (1984), 65.
84. A36/P75
1.01 12 c.1995 hoard.
85. A37/P76
1.13 12 SNG Keckman 78.
86. A37/P77
a.1.02 12 c.1995 hoard.
87. A37/P78
h.1.00 12 c.1995 hoard.
1.07 12 c.1995 hoard.
88. A38/P78
1.18 12 SNG Keckrnan 77.
89. A39/P79
Kress 105 (1957), 85.
90. A39/P80
Aufhâuser 6 (1989), 160.
1.31
91. A39/P81
Uncertain name: to 1., stag's head
1.34 12 BM 1979-1-1-511; SNG von Aulock 2577.
92. MO/P82
0.8
12 Fethiye Museum 3812.
93. Ml/P83
Uncertain (symbol to r.)
1.05

G. Hirsch 127 (1981), 3058. Photographs tao indistinct
to identify dies.

Three of the names on the hemidrachms, Megistos, Eirenidas and Ktetos, recur on the very rare plinthophoric drachms of Kaunos, and al! the
symbols which accompany the names on the drachms occur on their respective hemidrachms. The hemidrachms, although they lack the plinthophoric format (which would have made their reverses extremely
cluttered), are thus coutemporary with the plinthophoric drachms. 1 have
recorded only 11 specimens of the latter, although again my search
has been far from exhaustive. AlI die-cornbinations are iIlustrated on
Pl. XIV-XVI.
(4) Die P74 is unique in having the strap to the right of the sheath.
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Obv. Laureate head of Zeus r.
Rev. Winged thunderbolt; K - X; above, Dame; to 1. or r., symbol; aIl in a shallow
incuse square. AR drachms.
MErII:Tü:E; to r., eight-pointed star
1. Al/Pl
2.70 12 Ashton coll., ex KMK 67 (1997), 37: KMK 65 (1996),

2.
3.

A1/P2
A2/P2

126: MMAG Liste 383 (1976), 10: SNG von Aulock
8102.
Giessener Münzhandlung 87 (1998), 230.
G. Hirsch 191 (1996), 475.

2.83
2.91

EIPHNI8A:E; to L, caduceus
4. A3/P3
2.67 12 Lanz 22 (1982), 389.

KTHTûl;; to L, torch
5. A4/P4
a.2.96
h.2.93
KTHTû);: to L, eagle
6. A5/P5
2.74

G. Hirsch 192 (1996), 234.
G. Hirsch 191 (1996), 473.
12

Paris 1972/1003 (Seyrig); acquired in Beirut.

KTHTü:E; to 1., cornucopia

7.
8.

A6/P6
A6/P7

2.S2
2.90

G. Hirsch 191 (1996),474.
CNG 36 (1995), 2020.

KTHTü:E; to r., bucranium
9. A7/PS
10. A8/P9

2.98
2.60

G. Hirsch 191 (1996),472.
Berlin: H. Dressel, ZfN 24 (1904), p. 79 and pl. 3, 16.
The symbol, above the right wing of the thunderbolt, is
not certainly identified.

WEIGHT STANDARD

The weight table of the hemidrachms is as follows:
Méy~a't"oç

Mbmrno<; Etp1Jvt8tt-1; <M:poç

Ihij1"oç 'AV"l'l>:toc;

Uncertain

Unccrtain

Total

(with stag's
head)
1.4{)..1.49
1.30-1.39
1.20-1.29
1.10-1.19
1.00-1.09
0.90-0.99
0.80-0.89
0.70-0.79

2
5
2
1

1
2

1
2
2
3
1

1
2
12
16
9
6
3

1
4
10
12

,,

3
2

1

,

1

S
2
1

1
G
25
39
35
15
8
3

The table peaks at about 1.10 g. If we make allowance for the wear on
aIl the hoard coins and on many of the others, we may conclude that the
weight aimed for was about 1.25 g. The drachms, ail of which show little
sign of wear, seem to aim at a standard of about 2.95 g. Hence the hemidrachms exemplify, albeit in unusually stark Iorm, the cornmon Hellenistic practice whereby fractions weigh less than their theoretical weight,
perhaps to take account of the relatively higher cost of minting them.
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The drachms were clearly struck on the Rhodian plinthophoric standard
(just over 3.0 g) or a very slightly reduced version of it. The first plinthophoric drachms and hemidrachms of Stratonikeia were struck to the
sa me standard, and the first plinthophoric drachms of the Lykian League
to a slightly lower standard (c.2.8-2.9 g); both of these coinages prabably
begin in or not long after 166 ("), The considerable shortfall in the weight
of the Kaunian hemidrachms (they are much lighter than the Stratonikeian hemidrachms) may explain why the corresponding drachms are
now so rare. The fact that the eleven recorded drachms were struck from
no fewer than eight obverse dies indicates that this denomination was
struck in much larger quantities than its survival rate would suggest
and may have been quickly driven out of circulation by the light-weight
hemidrachms under the operation of Gresham's law.
RELATIVE CHRONOLOGY

The fact that the 78 non-hoard hemidrachms add no new names and
only a few symbols to those represented in the hoard sampIe corroborates
the information that the sample was selected at random, and encourages
the conviction that the hoard included ail or most issues of the series.
The mostly uniform degree of wear on the hoard coins suggests that the
series as a whole was struck over a brief period, perhaps a few years at
most. This is supported by the fact that the 135 coins whose obverses
could be identified were struck from only 41 obverse dies; although there
are a fair number of singletons, we may be reasonably confident that the
majority of the original full-lite obverse dies are recorded here (").
ln drawing up the catalogue of hemidrachms 1 have placed first the
issues of Megistos, for in the hoard his hemidrachms are on average a
little more worn than the others; further arguments for his priority will
be given below. Next is placed Menippos whose hemidrachms, like those
of Megistos, occur both without symbol and with star symbol. The ob(5) For the weight standard of the Rhodian plinthophoric drachm, see R. ASHTON,
The Allalid Poli-lax, in ZPE, 104, 1994, p. 57-60, at 58-59. For the weights of the early
plinthophoroi of Stratonikeia and the Lykian League, see, respectively, H. VON AuLOCli, Zur SiLberpriigung des karischen Slralonikeia, in JNG, 17. 1967. p. 7-9 and H.
TROXELL, The Coinage of the Lycian League (NNM, 162). New York, 1982, p. 28-29.
Andrew Meadows, who is recording Stratonikeian plinthophoroi with a view ta publication, kindly informa me that. pace Troxell, p. 29, the early Stratonikeian plinthophoroi
are in general a !ittle heavier than the Lykian. For the start-dates of these coinages,
see, respectively, SNG Keckman J, note under headlng «STRATüNIKEIA » opposite
pl. 9; and R. ASHTON, Pseudo-Rhodian Drachms and the Beginning o{ the Lykian League
Coinage, in NC, 147, 1987, p. 8-25, esp. 19-20.
(6) For methods of calculating the original number of dies in a series from the extant
examples, see, for example, W. ESTY, Estimation of the Size of a Coinage: a Survey and
Comparison of Methode, in NC, 146, 1986, p. 185-215.
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verse die used for Menippos' issue without symbol, A8, is also used for
Eirenidas + torch, Eirenidas + grapes and Pharos + grapes, and another
obverse die, A9, unites Eirenidas + grapes with Pharos + grapes. Pharos +
cornear/uncertain symbol is placed next. The torch and caduceus symbols
found on Eirenidas issues and the club found with Pharos also occur with
Ktetos, whose many issues are placed next. Only Antaios has no obvious
connection with any of the other moneyers (apart from the fact that one
of his two issues has no symbol), and is thus placed at the end. It remains
to be seen whether or not the uncertain name associated with the stag's
head symbol (nos. 92-3) is that of an existing moneyer. It need hardly be
emphasised that much of this arrangement is little better than arbitrary.
ln fact, the use of die A8 with three moneyers and the sharing of sorne
symbols (star, grapes, torch, club, cornear, caduceus) among different
moneyers argue in favour of simultaneous rather than sequential striking.
Moreover, in the hoard the Pharos coins seem on average a little fresher
than the coins of the other moneyers; this and the fact that they outnumber the coins of the other moneyers in the hoard suggest that they
may have been struck last.
ABSOLUTE CHRONOLOGY

Two other hoards are recorded as containing our hemidrachms. The
first, IGCR 1345 = CR 8, 247, is reported to have been found at Dalyan
(near ancient Kaunos) in 1954, and to have comprised about 2,000 hemidrachms, of which 50 (IGCR) or perhaps 12 (CR 8) are said to be in the
Istanbul Archaeological Museum C). It is probably no coincidence that
von Aulock preseuted three hemidrachms to the Winterthur cabinet in
1954 (ab ove cat. nos. 13b, 21, 69b), and it seems likely that they aud
ail or most of the specimens in his own collection (SNG von Aulock
2565-2577; above cat. nos. 9, 13a, 20, 33, 39, 42, 47, 57, 58a, 60, 75a,
80, 92) came from this hoard. The five specimens acquired by the British
Museum in 1982 (cat. nos. 6, 7b, 40a, 69a, 72) ail came from the London
dealer A.H. Baldwin & Sons; the latter had acquired them from the estate of G.E. Bean, who travelled extensively in Karia in the 1950s, and it
is not unlikely that they too came from the Dalyan hoard. Ail these coins
display roughly the same degree of slight wear, and, if their provenance
is as suggested, the composition of the Dalyan and of the c. 1995 hoard
will have been very similar.

(7) 1 have not managed to check the Istanbul holdings. The text of CH 8. 247 seems
to have suffered sorne dislocation, and as it stands it adds nothing to the IGCH entry.
The burial dates given by CH 8, 247 (300-200 BC) and by CH 4, 48 (late third century)
are too high: see below.
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The second hoard, CH 4, 48, was a group of 30+ hemidrachms reportedly found at Marmaris in 1976 and dispersed on the market. ft is legitimate ta wonder whether, despite the lapse of time, it may have been a
parcel from the 1954 Dalyan hoard, which otherwise seems ta have left
little if any trace on the market; Marmaris (ancient Physkos), a commercial and tourist centre west of Dalyan, may have been where CH 4, 48
was sold rather than discovered. Nor is it inconceivable that the c. 1995
hoard was itseIf a parcel from the Dalyan hoard.
No coins other than Athenajsword hemidrachms are known ta have
occurred in IGCH 1345 and CH 4, 48, and the owner of the 58 coins
from the c. 1995 hoard was not aware that it contained anything other
than 140 such hemidrachms. However, in 1996' G. Hirsch auctions 191
and 192 offered two Kaunian hemidrachms (cat. nos. 58b, 59) and no
fewer than five of the eleven plinthophoric drachms of Kaunas recorded
ab ove ; another of the drachms occurred in the nearly contemporary CNG
36 of December 1995. This strongly suggests the emergence in 1995 of a
hoard, and it is hard ta resist the conclusion that our 140 hemidrachms
(and perhaps also the hemidrachm cat. no. 34e which 1 acquired in 1995)
formed part of it. The live drachms are in slightly better condition than
the hemidrachms, but this hardly shakes confidence in their contemporaneity, given their higher denomination and their under-valuation vis-a-vis
the hemidrachms ("),
The hoard evidence thus offers no clue ta the absolute chronology of
our coins. More productive will be consideration of a unique pseudo-Rhodian drachm in Berlin of the old (non-plinthophoric) style which should,
as 1 argued in 1988, be assigned ta Kaunas, mainly because it carries the
extremely rare name Megistos, but also because its chimera countermark
was applied in nearby Lykia, and because the symbol on its reverse, although obscured by the countermark, could be a sword (albeit upsidedown) in a sheath with a globular end, as on the Kaunian hernidrachms ("), In 1988 the name Megistos was noted only on a fourth century BC inscription from Mytilene (LGPN 1, s.v. 1), on the pseudoRhodian drachm (LGPN 1, S.v. 2, given ta Rhodes) and on our Kaunian
coins. Since then, one third century AD example from Athens has been
(8) ft would be rash to suggest that sorne of the Hellenistic coins of Bargylia, Halikamassos, Myndos and Hydisos which were offered in the same auctions may also have
belonged ta the hoard, for such coins have appeared regularly in sale catalogues over
the last ten years, and may stem principally from CH 8, 481 and 482 of the late 1980s,
which are recorded as containing cnly coins frorn western Karla (and which look llke a
single hoard).
(9) A Pseudo-Rhodian Drachm (rom Kaunos, in SM, 151, 38/1988, p. 67-70: note
that in n. 7 the strap on the reverse of the BM coin at cat. no. 7b above is mistaken
for a symbol, and in n. 11 the narnes MNH.... and illTAL are wrongly attributed to
the Kaunian hernidrachrn series - they in fact occur only on sorne Kaunian? dichalka
discussed below.
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recorded in LGPN 2, and two further examples in the material so far
processed for future volumes CO). The attribution of the pseudo-Rhodian
drachm to Kaunos thus remains like1y, as does the identification of its
moneyer with the Megistos of the autonomous coins. Pseudo-Rhodian
drachms, imitating old-style non-plinthophoric Rhodian drachms, were
struck at various mints in south-west Asia Minor between the 180s and
the 160s: Miletos, sorne time between the 180s and the early 160s; Kos in
the late 170s; Mylasa for sorne 30 years from around the 170s; and an
undetermined mint perhaps in eastern Karia at about the sa me time.
These emissions were mostly very small: the Mylasean series was exceptional for its size and duration (H). Moreover, quantities of pseudo-Rhodian drachms struck at Haliartos and at another mint in central Greece,
perhaps Larymna, in the late 170s, and Rhodian-type drachms struck
originaUy for use on Crete, also circulated in the region in the same period; many carry Lykian countermarks. They may well have been
brought over to Asia Minor in 171 by Pergamene troops and associated
mercenaries returning from service in the Third Macedonian War C2 ) .
This then is likely to be the period when the pseudo-Rhodian drachm of
Kaunas was struck.
Kaunos had been a Ptolemaic possession from the end of the fourth
century until it was sold to Rhodes sorne time between 197 and 1911
190 ("). ft was then important enough to warrant the appointment of a
Rhodian ocyefJ-ù>v È:7t'1 Ka.ù\lou, and it and Stratonikeia were reported to
have produced for Rhodes a combined revenue of 120 talents a year. A
rebellion which Kaunos staged in 167 was crushed by Rhodes, but early
in 166 it was liberated by order of the Roman sena te C·'). It is unlikely,
although it cannot be excluded, that Rhodes would have permitted its
possession to strike coins of autonomous type; hence the auto no mous

(10) One from Mylasa of Hellenistic or imperial date (Le Bas-Waddington 3, no. 400,
2) and another of the fourth century AD (Lactantius, Ep., 626). 1 am grateful to Richard Catling of the LGPN project for this information.
(11) Miletos: SM, 151. 38fl988, p. 69, n. 8 (there dated by Philip Kinns to the 180s;
however, Kinns tells me that on current evidence the Milesian Alexanders which the
pseudo-Rhodian drachms accompanied could date anywhere between the 180s and the
early 160s); Kos: NC, 158, 1998, p. 223-228: Mylasa: NC, 152, 1992, p. 1-39; uudetermined mint: NC, 155, 1995, p. 10, n. 8 (questioning earlier attributions to Mylasa and
Alabanda).
(12) NC. 147. 1987. p. 14-18, 22-24: NC, 155, 1995, p. 1-20, esp. 18-19: NC, 157,
1997, p. 188-189.
(13) For the Ptolemaic rule over the city, see L. ROBERT (n. 1), p. 528ff. with references in n. 175; on p. 531 Robert notes that the name of our moneyer Pharos recalls
the pharos of Alexandria. For the date of the sale ta Rhodes, see P .M. FRASER and
G.E. BEAN, The Rhodian Peraea and Islands, Oxford, 1954, p. 105-106 (favouring 1911
190), and F.W. WALBANK, A Historical Commenlary on Polybius VoL 3, Oxford, 1979,
p. 457 ad Polybios 30.31.6; see also n. 22 below.
(14) See P.M. FRASER and G.E. BEAN, op. cit., p. 69,106-107,109-110,118-119,126.
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drachms and hemidrachms are likely to belong alter 166, but not long
after given the onomastic connection with the pseudo-Rhodian drachm.
Unless they were merely expressions 01 the city's newly-gained Ireedom,
the purpose of these short-lived emissions remains obscure.
This prompts a lew lurther words on the pseudo-Rhodian drachm. In
1988 1 suggested that it might have been struck, with Rhodian authorisation, while the city was a Rhodian possession. This was because 1 believed that its Lykian countermark (the chimera) had been applied during
one 01 Lykia's two revolts Irom Rhodes, the second 01 which had certainly ended belore 167 and quite probably by 171 ("), However, since it
now seems distinctly possible that most 01 the pseudo-Rhodian drachms
countermarked by the Lykians were brought over to Asia Minor as late
as 171 (see ab ove), it is perhaps more likely that the Lykians applied the
countermarks in order to create their first currency after their liberation
Irom Rhodes in 166 and just belore they began to strike their autonomous plinthophoroi with kithara reverse ("), If this is right, there is no
need to assume that the Kaunian pseudo-Rhodian drachm was struck
while the city was a Rhodian possession. lt may be more plausibly interpreted as the first emission 01 the Iiherated city and dated to 166 or very
shortly therealter.
BRONZE COlNAGE

(H)

ln the early lourth century Kaunos had struck chalkoi with Apollo
head/sphinx and later in the century an abundant series 01 chalkoi with
bull or bull Iorepart/sphinx ("). The autonomous bronze coinage attributable to the third and second centuries is as lollows (relerences in bold
are coins illustrated on Pl. XVI):
Chalkoi with types:
a. Young diademed male head r.fDouble comucopia ; K-X. BMC 12; SNG Keckrnan
76; SNG von Aulock 8100; SNG Cap. 184; Fethiye museum (26 examples). 0.8-1.6g;
l1mm.

(15) P.M. FRASER and G.E. BEAN. op. cit., p. 116-117.
(16) This was the solution favoured by M.J. PRieE, The Cainage in the Name of Alexander the Great and Philip Arrhidaeus, Zurich-London, 1991, p. 309. n. 3; see also R.
ASHTON, The Pseudo-Rhodian Drachms of Mylasa, in NC, 152, 1992. p. 33.
(17) For discussion of sorne of these issues and of one of the silver fractions mentioned in n. 19, see W. WROTH, Greek Coins acquired by the British Museum in 1888, in Ne,
s. 3, 9, 1889, p. 260-262.
(18) W. WROTH (n. 17) followed F. IMHooF-BLuMER. Griechische Münzen aus dem
Museum in Klagenfurt und anderen Sammlungen, in NZ. 16, 1884, p. 269, 270, in suggesting that the bull or bull fore part/sphinx bronzes belong to Karyanda, but their attribution ta Kaunas is certain (BMC Caria, p. 74. footnote; K. KONUI{ (n. 1), p. 214-5.
219: R. ASHTON (n. 1), p. 43).
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b. Young male head r./Double cornucopia; K-X; aIl in shallow square incuse. H. Weber 6455 (= BM 1921-4-12-52); Lindgren I. 628. with on reverse a spearhead at bottom
1.; Fethiye museum (2 examples, 1 with spearhead). 1.2-1.6g; l lmm.
c. Young diademed male head r./Sword in sheath; K-A. BMC 17-20; SNG Copenhagen 187; Fethiye museum (8 examples). O.8-2.1g; 8-11mm. (The smaller coins in this
group may be hemichalka).
d. Young diademed male head r./Sword in sheath; K-X; ail in shallow square incuse.
BMC 21; SNG Keckman 86; SNG von Aulock 2578; Fethiye museum (5 examples).
1.3-2.0g: 11-13mm.

Dichalka(?) with types:
e. Young diademed male head r./Naked male figure standing r. with r. arm outstretched and holding serpent staff downwards under l. arm; K-AY and name. SNG
von Aulcck 8103 (:EnTA:E); BM 1927-1-5-3 (:EnTA:E); F. Imhoof-Blumer, Kleinasialische Mûnzen, 1 Vienna, 1901, p. 138, nos. 1 (~QTA~) and 2 (MNH); Fethiye museum
(14 examples: 4 :EnTA:E, 6 MNH ..., 4 uncertain). 2.0-3.4g: 15-16mm.

Tetrachalka(?) with types:
f. Head of Athena r. in Corinthian helmet/Fllleted cornucopia; K-Â. BMC 13; SNG
Keckman 87, 88, 89, 90; Fethiye Museum -. 3.8-6.0g; 16-18mm.

There seems ta be no recorded hoard evidence for these bronze issues,
and the following suggestions for a chronology are at hest tentative. The
young diademed male head on issues (a)-(e) seems to be a representation
of the sa me persan or deity, for on aIl issues a horn-like protuberance
emerges from the upper end of the diadern, reminiscent of a similar Ieature found on portraits of Zeus on Ptolemaic hronzes of the third century, e.g. SNG Cop. 14lff (described as a 'floral ornarnent'). The young
diademed male head, usually but not always with the protuherance, appears on the obverse of the only other autonomous Kaunian coinage attributable to the Hellenistic period, diobols or trihemiobols with on
reverse a coruucopia flanked by K-Â, sometimes with suhsidiary symhols
and a horder of dots ("). The male head on the silver fractions is usually
described as that of Alexander the Great. This identification does not
seem to rest on any very solid foundation, but there is no particular reason to douht the conventional dating of these coins to the period of Ptolemaic rule before the city was sold to Rhodes between 197 and 191/190,
particularly if the coruucopia and the horu-like protuberance have Ptole-

(19) E.g., BM 1979-1-1-512 and 513 (= SNG von Aulock 8088-9: 0.69g, 12: no symbol, no border: 0.68g, 12; no symbol, dotted harder, same obverse die as next: Pl. XVI,
A-E); BMC Il (0.92g, 12; symbol crux ansata, dotted border, same obverse die as
last: PI. XVI, C): CNG 4 (1988). 107 (0.69g: no symbol, dotted border): Ashton 0011.
acq. 1994 (0.69g, 12; no symbol, no border: Pl. XVI, D); Aufhâuser 12 (1996), 230
(0.67g, no symbol, no border); SNG Keckman 75 (0.73g, Il; 'oboI?'; symbols flower
(?) and lyre, dotted border: PI. XVI, E): Sternberg 7 (1977), 127 (0.74g, 12: symbol
eagle standing l.; dotted border: Pl. XVI, F).
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overtones ("'). Bronze issue (a) has the same types and non-plinthoformat as the silver fractions, and it would be reasonable to assume that they are contemporary. Given (i) that the non-plinthophoric
bronze issue (a) has exactly the sa me types as the plinthophoric issue
(b), and (il) that the plinthophoric format was apparently first introduced
(by Rhodes) around 190 or a little later ("), we may suggest that issue (a)
and the silver fractions belong not long before the city was sold to
Rhodes, and that bronze issue (b) belongs either just before the sale (if
the Rhodian plinthophoroi had been introduced that early) or very early
in the period after the liberation from Rhodes in 166. ln the latter case,
issue (b) would be contemporary with our Athenajsword hemidrachms
and Zeusjthunderbolt drachms, and this is supported by the spearhead
symbol found on sorne examples of issue (b) and on one of the hemidrachm issues of Ktetos, and by the cornucopia symbol on another Ktetos hemidrachm issue. However, the sword on bronzé issues (c) and (d)
seem ta have been introduced ta accompany the Athenajsword hemidrachms, the non-plinthophoric issue (c) perhaps preceding the plinthophoric issue (d). Hence it is perhaps more likely that issue (b) with its
cornucopia type suggestive of Ptolemaic rule belongs before the sale of
the city ta Rhodes ("').
The dichalka (?) of issue (e) (young male headjnaked male figure) are
probably ta be dated ta roughly the same period as (a)-(d), for their obverse type has the same horn-like protuberance from the end of the diadem, but there is nothing ta determine whether they should be placed
before the sale of the city ta Rhodes or after the liberation 25-30 years
later. As for the remaining bronze issue (f) of tetrachalka (?), the cornucopia on the reverse is perhaps a stronger argument for associating it
(20) The protuberance does not seem to he on record as an attribute of any of the
Ptolemies, to judge from the plates of I-I. KVRIELEIS, Bildnisse der Ptolemâer, Berlin,
1975.
(21) See R. ASHTON, 1994 (n. 5 above), p. 58; L. ROBERT, Éludes de numismatique
grecque, Paris, 1951, p. 166-178; M. ERRINGTON, The Peace Treaty between Milelus and
Magnesia (J. Milel 148), in Chiron, 19, 1989, p. 279-288, esp. p. 286-288. A. BRESSON,
Rhodes, Cnide elles Lyciens au débul du d siècle av. J.-C., in REA, 100, 1998, p. 65-88,
at 84, suggests that the 'old Rhodian drachms' mentioned in 1. Milet 148 (redated by
Errington to 185/4) may refer to third century drachms weighing c.3.30-3.35g. But the
pre-plinthophoric light-weight drachms of c.2.75g, introduced by Rhodes in the late
third century, will almost certainly have driven these out of circulation by the mid180s, and it seems preferable to follow the traditicnal view that 'cld drachms' refers
to the drachms of c.2.75g, and to allow that the inscription thereby indirectly refers
to the plinthophoroi. See further R. ASHTON, The Cainage of Rhodes 40S-c.190 BC, in
A. MEADOWS and K. SHlPTON (eds), Money and ils Uses in the Ancient Greek World,
Oxford, forthcoming.
(22) This would be a further argument, albeit a very weak one, in favour of (i) an
early date for the introduction of the plinthophoric format at Rhodes, and (ii) the late
date of 191/190 for the sale of Kaunos ta Rhodes (see n. 13 above) since no-one suggests that the Rhodian plinthophoroi began earlier than the late 190s.
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with the silver male headjcornucopia issues than is the Athena head on
its obverse for associating it with the Athenajsword hemidrachms.
Nevertheless, as Alain Bresson has pointed out to me, on present evidence it cannot be excluded that ail the bronze issues (a)-(f) and the
young headjcornucopia silver fractions belong after 166, the cornucopias
of the silver and of the bronze issues (a)-(b) simply reflecting prosperity
rather than Ptolemaic rule; in that case the eagle symbol on one of the
plinthophoric drachms (no. 6 above) and on one of the young head/cornucopia silver fractions (see n. 19, last coin) may have the same reference.

